
Not Only, but ALSO ....

It’s very useful to be able to compare things; here are three of the most useful ways of doing it.

Both ... and ...

Neither ... nor ...

Either ... or ...

Not only ... but also ...

He’s both clever and hard-working.

This car is neither cheap nor economical.
Neither London nor Paris is exactly cheap to visit!

We can either go to Paris or to Rome.
Either Rome or Paris would be fine.

English is not only useful but also a lot of fun.
Not only does he smoke, but he also drinks like a fish.
Not only does he smoke; he also drinks like a fish.

A) Expand these into full sentences:
1 Not wearing a seatbelt/dangerous/illegal
2 Smoking/expensive/bad for your health
3 The champion/won the final/set a new world record
4 This machine/wakes you up/makes you a cup of tea
5 Inkjet printers/slower/more costly to run/laser printers

6 Cases of BSE/found in England/France and Germany
7 Exams/means of testing/aid to learning.
8 Annie/rich/intelligent
9 Her new boyfriend/English, German & French/Chinese.
10 My new car/fast/more economical

B) Ditto:

PAIR PROMPTS SINGLE WORD PROMPTS

cats - dogs cookers - toasters chess

rugby - football watches - clocks BMWs

baseball - American football chickens - ostriches robots

printers - scanners Chinese - Japanese rugby

Voltaire - Verne Bill Clinton - Helmut Kohl the rich-poor gap

Beethoven - Tchaikovsky doctors - dentists ADD YOUR OWN IDEAS

London - Paris Dresden - Leipzig

Lyon - Manchester toenails - fingernails

radiographers - nurses teeth - eyes

cookers - toasters Majorca - Minorca

watches - clocks yogurt - cream

pharmacists - doctors goldfish - hamsters

computers - televisions books - newspapers

hamsters - mice Peugeot - Renault

comics - newspapers Father Christmas - unicorns

tables - chairs dinosaurs - mammoths


